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About This Content

Toposim US Mountain West for FSX: Steam Edition provides LOD 12 / 10m Multi-LOD terrain mesh for this topographically
varied region of the United States, improving the accuracy of the default terrain mesh and offering a marked improvement to

the landscape profile.

VFR flying over this region of the United States has never been more realistic with lakes, mountains and ground undulations all
where they should be.

Please note this pack corrects the default terrain mesh and does not include any textures.

This pack includes terrain mesh for the following US States:

Colorado

Idaho

Montana

Utah

Wyoming
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It seems a real shame with this game I thought it was impossible to get worse at making games but you have quite obviously
proved me very wrong. I admit I am a Emergency services phanatic and this was painful to play through, I think you need to
really take this back to the drawing board and actually ask your target audience what they would like to play and what makes a
game great for them. What is even worse is the fact that this game is £13.49 On Offer how is that any discount at all? People
work for their money and they should be treated with the love and the care they deserve not some half finished I can't be
bothered game. Come on people use some common sense.

As you are unable to ask your audience any thing they dislike/like I have compiled a list for you

What I Dislike:
-Vehicle Handling
-Dispatcher
-No Freeplay
-Laggy water animations
-Walking for NPC's
-Lighting on one spot
-Controls
-No English Fire option

What I like:
-Missions
-Chance to work as a group
-Range of Vehicles
-Detail
-Choose What you want to play as German/American. crashes on start up with windows 10, WONT EVEN GIVE ME
REFUND!!!!!!!!! unbelievable.

1000's of people online with same issue.. Haha XD "But it's not rock to smash everything, y'know? That's punk.". a decently fun
arpg to pass the time, if you ever played monster hunter it works like that, your in town get quests go out and hunt come back
and turn in and repeat, but arpg style.

updating because it seems like dev's abandoned the game.. great buses not slow and sluggish like other buses def worth buying.
A good addition for those who prefer modern image trains and those who like steam locomotives. The locomotive is well
rendered, looks the part an is a very capable workhorse. She can keep to 90mph on the level with 12 Mk1s quite comfortably
and I have had her up to 101mph, although that was downhill towards King's Cross. Unlike some steam locomotives I possess,
such as the Fowler '4F' and the Stanier 'Jubilee' she can keep speed up hill like the 'A4's' and is good at holding pressure when
the injectors are on. Recommended purchase.. Great game, great developer. Really immersive and surprisingly close to the
actual sport. Developer is very responsive to feedback and requests for help. Still a few bugs but they get fixed pretty quick.
Highly recommended.

. My Specs: GTX 1070 and HTC VIVE

Well this is a typical zombie wave shooter but it has coop so that will make it 10x more fun in my opinion. The graphics are
cartoony so it should be easy on most systems. I only played the SP mode so far and basically you kill zombies increase your
points and cash and then when you get enough money you can buy better weapons. Based on the cheap price I am
recommending this for those who want some cheap fun and coop. I bought this on sale. Get it now while it is super cheap.
Enjoy.
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Very boring. If you want to know what happens so bad, go watch a 20 min youtube vid and then problem solved and you saved
7$. Game doesn't work for some reason. would love to play it . But can't because it won't work.. cool racing game.... Fun! Very
short gameplay but still fun.. The suns shining the radios playing, looks like another good day for zombie slaying!

A pretty solid game and easy to pick.

It's cartoon aesthetic is really nice in vr and it doesn't try to scare the pants off you like other zombie games.

The crows foot skill test has been a favorite for a lot of my friends, and makes for a good first vr shooter experience as you can
jump straight in try out a bunch of guns, shoot some zombies, all without crapping yourself.

. This game is just no good. The baseball physics are awful, boxing doesn't seem to register hits, the carts control like ufos and
the archery doesn't even let you see your arrows sticking out of the target. Not worth the money.
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